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ClpB belongs to the cellular disaggretase machinery involved in rescuing misfolded or
aggregated proteins during heat or other cellular shocks. The function of this protein relies
on the interconversion between different conformations in its native condition. A recent
high-speed-atomic-force-microscopy (HS-AFM) experiment on ClpB from Thermus
thermophilus shows four predominant conformational classes, namely, open, closed,
spiral, and half-spiral. Analyses of AFM images provide only partial structural information
regarding the molecular surface, and thus computational modeling of three-dimensional
(3D) structures of these conformations should help interpret dynamical events related to
ClpB functions. In this study, we reconstruct 3D models of ClpB from HS-AFM images in
different conformational classes. We have applied our recently developed computational
method based on a low-resolution representation of 3D structure using a Gaussian mixture
model, combined with a Monte-Carlo sampling algorithm to optimize the agreement with
target AFM images. After conformational sampling, we obtained models that reflect
conformational variety embedded within the AFM images. From these reconstructed
3D models, we described, in terms of relative domain arrangement, the different types of
ClpB oligomeric conformations observed by HS-AFM experiments. In particular, we
highlighted the slippage of the monomeric components around the seam. This study
demonstrates that such details of information, necessary for annotating the different
conformational states involved in the ClpB function, can be obtained by combining HS-
AFM images, even with limited resolution, and computational modeling.
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INTRODUCTION

For a healthy cell, specific machinery relieves the effect of stress and disease on the cell. One such
biomolecular machine that helps to recover cells from the deposition of aggregated proteins due to
heat and proteotoxic stresses is the Hsp100 chaperon in cooperation with Hsp70 (Glover and
Lindquist, 1998; Haslberger et al., 2010; Doyle et al., 2013; Mogk et al., 2018). The Hsp100 proteins
are prevalent in bacteria (known as ClpB), or Yeast (known as Hsp104), and belongs to the AAA+
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superfamily of ATPase proteins, hosting two ATPase domains
per monomer in its hexameric structure (Deville et al., 2017;
Deville et al., 2019). The disaggregation function of Hsp100
proteins takes place when the substrate proteins pass through
its central pore which involves large-scale conformational
changes of Hsp100 (Weibezahn et al., 2004; Gates et al., 2017;
Rizo et al., 2019). Although the mechanism of such
conformational changes has gained recent attention, the
characterization of the dynamics including many underlying
conformational states is still limited (Uchihashi et al., 2018).

In E. coli ClpB and Yeast Hsp104, in addition to the two
ATPase domains (AAA1+ and AAA2+), each monomer includes
an N-terminal domain associated with substrate binding (Barnett
et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007; Mizuno et al., 2012) and a long coiled-
coil domain—acting as a “propeller” to bind Hsp70 (Carroni
et al., 2014; Mogk et al., 2015). The AAA1+ and AAA2+ domains
constitute the hexameric core structure with a pore in the middle,
which has been shown to bind a casein substrate from cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) reconstruction (Gates et al., 2017;
Rizo et al., 2019). The AAA1+ and AAA2+ domains incorporate
Walker A and B motifs that are responsible for ATP binding and
hydrolysis, and cooperative ATP binding is associated with the
structural changes in the hexamer (Mogk et al., 2003). The
structural studies of ClpB/Hsp104 revealed its hexameric form,
however, high-speed-atomic-force-microscopy (HS-AFM)
imaging also indicates that the hexamer is fragile and breaks
frequently as required in the disaggregation mechanism
(Uchihashi et al., 2018). The non-rigid nature of the hexamer
is also observed in a recent cryo-EM analysis revealing a spiral
two-tier AAA+ ring of interaction (Yokom et al., 2016).

In the HS-AFM experiments, the structural dynamics of ClpB
from Thermus thermophilus was investigated (Uchihashi et al.,
2018). The HS-AFM images clearly indicated that the hexamer
ring is fragile to form not only the round closed structure but also
open or spiral conformations. The HS-AFM images include four
main conformational classes, open, closed, spiral, and half-spiral.
In the closed or spiral structure, a common feature is a seam
between two monomers, along which the monomers separate to
form the open conformations. The half-spiral architecture
resembles a dimer of trimer, forming an additional seam in
the opposite end. However, it should be noted that such
conformational classes were inferred from the HS-AFM
images, in which only a partial structure of ClpB viewed from
the top was observed. Therefore, we aim to model the three-
dimensional ClpB structures to visualize and interpret the salient
feature of the hexameric structures and further help relate the
structure of ClpB to its function.

Hybrid modeling approaches, combining computation and
experiment have been developed to generate 3D models from
low-resolution data (Rout and Sali, 2019; Srivastava et al., 2020).
In such approaches, data from multiple sources are combined
through the lens of computational sampling, aiming to better
interpret experimental data. Even for low-resolution structural
data, the usage of computational modeling enables us to discuss
the function of biomolecules in terms of 3D models. Such hybrid
or integrative modeling techniques have been widely used, where
they are applied to recover structural details from small-angle

X-ray scattering profile (Gorba and Tama, 2010; Derevyanko and
Grudinin, 2014; Schindler et al., 2016; Ekimoto and Ikeguchi,
2018; Chen et al., 2019), cross-linking mass spectrometry (Faini
et al., 2016; Degiacomi et al., 2017), cryo-EM (Trabuco et al.,
2008; Grubisic et al., 2010; Miyashita et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019;
Malhotra et al., 2019), X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) (Tokuhisa
et al., 2016; Nagai et al., 2018; Nakano et al., 2018) and AFM
(Amyot and Flechsig, 2020; Dasgupta et al., 2020; Niina et al.,
2020; Fuchigami et al., 2021) studies. Some of these methods aim
to recover structural details from experimental data by simulating
conformational changes from a known conformational state.
Recently, we have developed such an approach to relate 3D
conformational changes embedded in theoretical AFM images
(Dasgupta et al., 2020). In this study, we apply our algorithm to
experimental ClpB AFM images.

Our algorithm uses Monte-Carlo (MC) sampling to fit an
initial low-resolution 3D structural model to a target AFM image.
Structural models are represented at low-resolution using 3D
Gaussian density distributions since the target AFM data is a low-
resolution image usually from a large system. A 3D Gaussian
mixture model (3D-GMM), derived from an atomically detailed
structure, is used as the initial low-resolution model (Kawabata,
2008). It should be noted that an atomic structure is not necessary
to generate the initial 3D-GMM. The MC sampling algorithm is
based on three crucial factors. First, during the optimization, we
need to generate a pseudo-AFM image from our 3D models. 3D-
GMM can be used to rasterize over the set of kernels generating a
low-resolution pseudo-AFM image. Second, we need to compare
this generated pseudo-AFM image to the target AFM image of a
given protein. Third, candidate models generated during the
Monte Carlo sampling need to be evaluated to keep the model
structurally compact.

The HS-AFM experiments on ClpB dynamics were performed
under near-physiological conditions revealing a variety of ClpB
conformations, which were significantly different from either of
the known conformations (Uchihashi et al., 2018). In our current
study, we started from two atomically detailed conformations
obtained from cryo-EM experiments, an asymmetric non-rigid
two-tier spiral structure of Hsp104 from Yeast (Yokom et al.,
2016) and a symmetric closed ring conformation of ClpB from
E. coli (Deville et al., 2017). We modified our algorithm to
consider both conformations as initial models and perform
sampling based on a mechanical potential defined by
combining the initial spiral and closed ring conformations. We
performed 3D modeling on four different conformational classes
observed in the HS-AFM experiments (Figure 1, Supplementary
Table 1). The reconstructed 3Dmodels from our sampling can be
used to detect salient features within ClpB conformations.
Moreover, we decoded some finer details of the ClpB
hexameric architecture, which cannot be clearly observed from
HS-AFM images. Lastly, we could also interpolate between
different conformational classes to compare novel ClpB
structures. These results demonstrate that our 3D structure
modeling approach from AFM images can be applied to
experimental data, providing a new approach to study
conformational transitions in macromolecular complexes
through AFM-computation hybrid modeling.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of Initial Models
In 3Dmodeling against the AFM images, we have used two initial
models based on structures originally obtained from cryo-EM
reconstructions of Yeast ClpB, which adopts a two-tier spiral
conformation (PDB ID: 5KNE) (Yokom et al., 2016) and E. coli

ClpB, whose conformation is a symmetric closed ring (PDB ID:
5OG1) (Figures 2A–D) (Deville et al., 2017).

These two structures are sequentially different from the T.
thermophilus construct used in the HS-AFM experiment
(Uchihashi et al., 2018). To mimic the experimental construct,
the missing residues in 1QVR (a trimeric structure of ClpB from
T. thermophilus with sequence identity to chain A of 5KNE is

FIGURE 1 | Experimental AFM images used for 3D structure modeling (Uchihashi et al., 2018).

FIGURE 2 | Hexameric structures selected as initial models from E. coli (A,B) and Yeast (C,D) from 5OG1 and 5KNE, respectively. In (A) and (D) the structures are
shown from the top and in (B,C), a side-view is shown describing their two-tier structure. In (D) a seam is shown between two neighboring chains denoted by chains “A”
(in blue) and “F” (in red). The corresponding seam is less prominent in 5OG1 (see Figure 2A). In the middle row (E–H), the models with T. thermophilusmonomer (from
1QVR, chain A) are shown, and in (I) the 3-kernel model for 1QVR, chain A is shown (with the atomic structure embedded); the head, body, and tail kernels are
annotated and shown in different colors. In (E,H), the atomic hexamer models after superimposition to 5OG1 and 5KNE are shown from a top view, respectively. In (F,G),
the 18-kernel representations based on 5OG1 and 5KNE which are referred to as R and S initial models in the text.
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44.8% and to chain A of 5OG1 is 56.1%), chain A were modeled
with Modeller using the automodel class (residues 1 to 3, 851 to
854 in the terminals and three loop regions from residues 235 to
245, 272 to 290, and 637 to 650) (Supplementary Figure 1)
(Martí-Renom et al., 2000; Webb and Sali, 2014). To prepare the
initial structures based on 5KNE and 5OG1, we first superposed
1QVR chain A to each of the chains of 5KNE and 5OG1 (chains A
to F) by using Chimera matchmaker (see Supplementary Section
2A, Supplementary Table 2) (Pettersen et al., 2004; Meng et al.,
2006). This is followed by deletion of the N-terminal regions
(residue 1–165) generating two hexameric ClpB arrangements,
i.e., a closed ring and a spiral conformation. Finally, the whole
complex was oriented so that the C-terminal regions face towards
the bottom as observed in the HS-AFM experiments (Uchihashi
et al., 2018) (Figures 2E,H).

The AFM images are of nanometer resolution, therefore
conformational transitions cannot be discussed with atomic-level
details and thus we employ a coarse-grained three-dimensional
Gaussian mixture model. In this technique a polypeptide chain is
described by a weighted sum of three-dimensional Gaussian kernels.
A Gaussian kernel is parameterized by its center and a covariance
matrix. The volume of the kernel within a certain threshold is
geometrically represented by an ellipsoid (see Supplementary
Section 2B). The parameters of the mixture model can be
obtained by expectation-maximization optimizing algorithm. In
the current study, we used “gmconvert” software (Kawabata,
2008; Kawabata, 2018) to obtain such Gaussian mixture models.

We employ a Gaussian mixture model defined by an 18
Gaussian kernel arrangement, where a chain in the hexamer is
described by 3 kernels (Supplementary Figure 1, Figure 2I). Each
of the domains of the ClpB monomer is included in different
Gaussian kernels. The coiled-coil domain of ClpB is included in a
long elliptical kernel which we refer to head kernel. The C-terminal
domain of ClpB is included in the tail kernel. The nucleotide-
binding domains AAA1+ and AAA2+ together with the linker
domain are included in the largest kernel that we refer to as body
kernel. Looking from the top, as imaged in the HS-AFM
experiment, the upper part of the body kernel hosts the AAA1+
domain while the bottom part hosts the AAA2+ domain. The
coiled-coil domain is found at the top and the C-terminal region at
the bottom. These 18-kernel Gaussian mixture models starting
from 5OG1 and 5KNE are used as initial conformations to model
AFM images and are hereafter are referred to as R (closed
symmetric Ring conformation) and S (Spiral asymmetric
conformation), respectively (Figures 2F,G). We call each of the
six chains in the models A to F, where F and A are across the seam.

In the closed ring or spiral conformation, a common feature is
a seam between two monomers. Therefore, we manually rotated
around the z-axis of the S model, for which the seam is more
prominent, to align it with the seam observed in the AFM images
(see Supplementary Sections 2C,D, Supplementary Tables 1, 3).
For the R model, we applied a z-rotation identical to that
performed on the S model. Such rotated models were used to
start the MC sampling. This protocol works well (in terms of final
converged models) for the AFM images with the annotations
spiral, open and close, however, poor convergence was observed
for half-spiral cases. In such a case, the R model also needed to be

rotated, independently of the S model. The z-rotations applied to
different models are given in Supplementary Table 3.

Kernel Position Restraints for Sampling
In the MC algorithm, a random move is applied to one of the
kernels and the restraint score for this new model is calculated to
determine whether themodel should be kept. This score is based on
an empirical scoring function to model attraction and repulsion
between kernels to ensure that the kernels would not overlap or
move too far apart. The restraint scores are defined for each of the
kernel pairs using their overlap values. Each term has the lowest
score when the overlap value is the average of those for the two
initial models (see Supplementary Section 4). The restraint score is
given by an asymmetric harmonic function, with different
curvature parameters for attraction and repulsion. These
parameters are selected based on the types of kernel pairs. The
restraints between the three kernels within each chain are set to be
strongest (see Figure 2I for the kernel definitions) so that three
domains keep the overall shape of the monomer while maintaining
enough flexibility to allow conformational transitions. The
interchain restrains between the neighboring “body” kernels are
set to be less restrictive than intrachain pairs. The tail-kernels
repulsion parameters between neighboring chains are set to be
identical to the one between neighboring body kernels since the
“tail” kernels closely follow “body” kernels. The “head” kernels
comprising coiled-coil domain are least restricted owing to their
flexible nature. One important aspect of the parameters is how we
define the interaction between the chains A and F, which completes
the circular arrangement. AFM results, as well as previous atomic
structures of ClpB, revealed the possible presence of a seam between
these chains. In addition, for the open-class conformation described
in AFM images, those two chains are separated. Therefore, we
assume that the interaction between the chains A and F is special in
that the attraction is weaker. The details of those parameters are
given in Supplementary Section 4, Supplementary Table 4.

Apart from the above attraction-repulsion scoring, to
incorporate the connectivity of the underlying molecular
structure into modeling, we also ensure that the intersections
between kernels in the initial model remained. Such intersections
can be viewed as hinges between kernels. To do so, a pair of
phantom particles is assigned to the intersection site, one from
each of the overlapping kernels (Supplementary Figure 4). Those
phantom particles are initially on top of each other, but due to
sampling, they may go far and thereby breaks the connection. We
ensure, via a connectivity restraint, that the distance between two
such phantom particles should be within 5 Å and each of them
always falls within the overlapping region.

Sampling against AFM Image
DuringMC sampling we compare a pseudo-AFM image from the
current candidate model (aka candidate image) to the target AFM
input image. In this study, we used a more robust image similarity
measure—the structural similarity metric (SSIM) (Wang et al.,
2004; Wang and Bovik, 2009) instead of L1-norm in our previous
study (Dasgupta et al., 2020). The SSIM takes its maximum value
of 1.0 when two images are identical. The SSIM between the
candidate image and target AFM image is first calculated. Then
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the candidate model (in 3D) is updated by applying a random
move to one of the 18 Gaussian kernels. After applying such a
move, we either accept or reject the updated model based on the
change in the restraint score. The change in the score is converted
to a probability associated with a temperature parameter. If the
updated model is accepted in this first step, then we measure the
similarity between the pseudo-AFM image corresponding to the
updated model to the target AFM image and compare it to the
previously calculated SSIM between candidate and target AFM
images. The change in SSIM is again converted to a probability
value to determine whether the updated model (in 3D) is
accepted or rejected. The flowchart of our MC algorithm is
given in Supplementary Figure 2, and the details of
parameters used in Monte-Carlo algorithms are discussed in
Supplementary Section 3. As shown in Figure 3, sampling
runs started from both R and S models converge similarly
with SSIM reaching a high value. In addition, the models
accepted during the sampling become similar in 3D to our
final reconstructed model.

In the above two-step MC algorithm, the scoring function
for the first step is defined from the change in empirical
restraints while the scoring function for the second step is
defined from the change in SSIM. Therefore, in principle, the
temperature parameters associated with each step should be
different. To avoid this, we multiplied SSIM by 10000 and use
identical temperature parameters for both steps. With this
simplification, we could use one annealing scheme
(Supplementary Figure 3A) modifying the temperature
between 0.2 and 1.0. In Supplementary Figure 3B, we show

how scores change in first and second MC steps with accepted
steps for one of the trajectories, demonstrating our first MC
step is more restrictive in rejecting new model than the second
MC step, however, the ranges of change in score are
comparable.

Selecting Representative Models for an
AFM Image
The structure optimization process is run in two phases. In the
first phase, for a given AFM image we ran twenty trajectories in
parallel each for 1.5 × 106 steps, where ten trajectories
randomly seeded were initiated from model R and ten
trajectories were initiated from model S. At the end of the
sampling, we select a few best models (based on a quantile
value of 0.2 for SSIM over all the models) from each set of ten
trajectories. The models from R and the models from S are
compared pair-wise by calculating 3D correlation coefficients
after rigid-body fitting of the kernel centers to identify which
of the two models initiated from R or S are most similar, hence
the most converged solutions starting from two different initial
models.

In the second phase, we start from these converged solutions
and continue for additional 1.5 × 106 steps for twenty trajectories,
ten from the R converged model obtained previously and ten
from S converged model, all randomly seeded. At the end, we
repeat the above analysis to determine final converged models,
providing us with two solutions for a given AFM image. In total,
one optimization process for one AFM image with two phases
takes about 166 h.

Comparison of Models in 3D
Two measures were used to compare the Gaussian mixture 3D
models (Kawabata, 2008). In one approach, we performed a rigid-
body fitting using the kernel centers between the two models,
followed by computation of correlation coefficient. We use an in-
house python script to perform rigid-body fitting (Diamond,
1988), and then the “gmconvert” program is used to compute the
correlation coefficient (Kawabata, 2008). We also perform rigid-
body fitting with UCSF Chimera using a full density distribution,
where densities are computed according to a Gaussian mixture
model (Cheng et al., 2015). The resulting correlation coefficients
are referred to as CC3Ddensity.

We also clustered potential candidate solutions to understand
their conformational landscape (Supplementary Table 5).
Gaussian mixture models are converted into voxel-based
density maps and principal component analysis of the set of
maps was performed. The voxel-based density maps are then
projected into a lower 2-dimensional space defined by the first
two principal components. Then we performed clustering in the
lower dimensional space by DBSCAN algorithm using scikit-
learn. For clustering, we have used “min_sample” value of 4, and
the “eps” parameter is optimized by visually checking the
clustering solution. For each cluster, we determined the
median conformation from the PCA projection. The clusters
are ranked in terms of their size (Table 1, Supplementary
Table 5).

FIGURE 3 | A plot of variation of similarities between candidate models
along two MC trajectories, initiated from R and S models, and target AFM
image 7. The left vertical axis shows variation of SSIM between candidate
models and target AFM image. The right vertical axis shows variation of
the correlation coefficient after rigid-body fitting of kernel centers between
intermediate candidate models and final converged model.
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RESULTS

Dataset of AFM Images and Conformations
of ClpB Observed in AFM Experiment
The dataset of AFM images of ClpBmolecules used in this work was
previously described (Uchihashi et al., 2018). The conformations
observed in the HS-AFM experiments were classified into four
categories—open, spiral, closed, and half-spiral, with spiral being
the major conformation. The detail method of defining such
conformations from 2D AFM analysis is explained in the method
section of the reference (Uchihashi et al., 2018). Briefly, the open
conformations were identified from a histogram of “circularity”
(defined from the ratio of the perimeter and area outlining each
molecule). From the rest of the conformations, closed, spiral, and
half-spiral conformations were identified by analyzing the height
profile along the top surface of the ring. In current study we have
used the annotations of conformational classes used in the above
reference. The full dataset of the above AFM images consisted of 340
images. We randomly select twelve AFM images, taking three AFM
images for each type of conformation (Figure 1). The AFM image
dimensions are 66 × 42 (width x height) pixels, where each pixel
along x-direction (width) is 4.545 Å and that along y-direction
(height) is 5.477 Å. By manual inspection, we define masks for
the selected AFM images over a region of interest that includes the
ClpB oligomer. The preprocessing of the AFM images is discussed in
detail in the Supplementary Section 2. Background corrected
masked AFM images (Supplementary Table 1) were used as
input for the 3D modelling problem.

In the ClpB hexameric structure, a prominent feature,
seam, between two neighboring monomers is observed in
spiral and close conformations (Figure 1). In open
conformation, two neighboring monomers along the seam
are separated. The half-spiral conformation is one of the
unique conformations detected in the AFM experiment, for
which the hexamer can be understood as a dimer of trimer or
hexamer with two farthest seams (Uchihashi et al., 2018).
Because such classes are based on 2D height data from AFM
images, we aim to recover the corresponding full 3D
information (Figure 1). For all AFM image classes, we

begin MC sampling against a given AFM image from one
of the two initial models—R (ring closed symmetric
conformation based on 5OG1) or S (spiral asymmetric
conformation based on 5KNE). The correlation coefficient
between the two initial models, CC3Ddensity, is 0.72.

Reconstruction of Open Class AFM Images
After MC sampling against open class images (AFM image 1, 2,
and 3), the CC3Ddensity between models derived from R and S
increase up to 0.97 for AFM image 2, 0.96 for AFM image 1, and
0.88 from AFM image 3 (see Table 1). The similarity between the
AFM image and pseudo-AFM image generated from a
representative model is also converged as the values from R
and S solutions are similar. In addition, the converged
representative models are almost identical (∼0.97 CC3Ddensity

or better) to the medoids of the cluster they belong to (Table 1;
Supplementary Figure 5B). Even though models are converged,
due to the low-resolution nature of AFM images, some
conformational differences are apparent. For example, both
candidate models obtained either from R or S against AFM
images 1 and 2 show a clearer separation around the original
seam than in AFM image 3 (Figure 4). The body kernel
arrangements for chains A and F are also different. Finally, for
AFM images 1 and 3, while the body kernels orientations are
similar, the coiled-coil domain orientations are different
(Supplementary Figure 6). These results indicate that
conformational diversity can exist even within the open state.

Reconstruction of Spiral Class AFM Images
The best-converged models against the spiral class AFM
images are shown in Figure 5 and details of their
similarities are given in Table 1. The convergence of the
models is high for AFM images 4 and 6 (CC3Ddensity >0.91).
For AFM images 4 and 5, models derived from R show a
hexameric arrangement (Figures 5A,B, in the left), which is
less prominent in models derived from S. In addition, the S
derived models show a clear separation around the seam
between chains A and F (Figures 5A,B, in the middle). The
arrangement of head kernels in all the models derived from R

TABLE 1 | Details of representative models for AFM images of different class.

AFM image
annotation

Image index
(see Figure 1)

Top rank pairwise correlation-coefficient
between two sets of candidates

(CC3Ddensity)

Details of representative model
from R

Details of representative model
from S

SSIM Cluster Similarity from
median

SSIM Cluster Similarity from
median

Open 1 0.9578 8,316.7 6 0.9885 8,315.2 6 0.9883
Open 2 0.9708 8,000.2 1 0.9702 8,038.6 3 0.9941
Open 3 0.8824 8,571.0 4 0.9802 8,584.2 2 0.9869
Spiral 4 0.9113 8,467.6 5 0.9939 8,770.2 1 0.9662
Spiral 5 0.8567 8,644.5 4 0.9824 8,669.8 1 0.9758
Spiral 6 0.9118 8,641.7 1 0.9714 8,467.6 4 0.99
Closed 7 0.978 8,789.9 1 0.9603 8,797.4 2 0.978
Closed 8 0.9327 8,644.4 2 0.9773 8,597.2 6 0.9848
Closed 9 0.9011 8,578.2 3 0.9777 8,528.8 1 0.9987
Half-spiral 10 0.8441 8,495.5 1 0.9726 8,447.5 2 0.9616
Half-spiral 11 0.8294 8,752.8 1 0.9871 8,384.8 5 0.9971
Half-spiral 12 0.8742 8,545.3 2 0.9948 8,566.4 2 0.9882
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is similar to the blades of a propeller (Carroni et al., 2014),
where one end is connected to the AAA1+ domain and the
distal end is pointing towards a neighboring AAA1+ domain.
Regarding the body kernels, their orientations around the
seam show some diversity (Figure 5, right). More
specifically, for the R model of AFM image 6, chains A
and F are interacting through AAA1+ domain residues
(residues 160 and 330) (Figure 5C, left and right),
whereas for AFM images 4 and 5, chain A AAA2+
domain residues (residues 560–750) are interacting with
chain F AAA1+ domain (Figures 5A,B, more evident
from S models shown in the middle). Therefore, the spiral
nature of the conformations is clearly exhibited in the
models obtained against AFM images 4 and 5; a twist in
the orientation of body kernels resulted in a vertical shift in
an upward direction for chain F from chain A. Such a twist
does not appear in the model obtained against AFM image 6.
However, in this case, a spiral feature can be seen from head
kernels, showing one end of the head kernel from the chain F
is more upward than the head kernel from chain A.

Reconstruction of Closed Class AFM
Images
The best-converged models against closed class AFM images
are shown in Figure 6. In particular, for AFM image 7, we

obtained the best-converged results out of all 12 AFM images
(0.978) (Table 1). The convergence is also high for AFM
images 8 and 9 (>0.90). Note that for such AFM images a
pre-rotation of the initial model along the z-axis to match the
seam observed in the AFM image was needed and as a result,
the whole system is rotated (compared to the result for AFM
image 7) (Figure 6).

The closed nature of the conformation as observed in AFM
images (Figure 1) is clearer in the case of R-derived models
(Figure 6, leftmost column), with chains A and F tightly closed
and more parallel to each other. However, the interaction
between chains A and F, in R-derived models, is different
for AFM image 7, compared to AFM images 8 and 9, indicating
conformational heterogeneity among the closed state. For
AFM image 7, the chain A body kernel region hosting the
AAA2+ domain is interacting with the chain F body kernel
region hosting the AAA1+ domain (Figure 6, rightmost
column), while the orientations of chain A and F body
kernels for AFM images 8 and 9 are more slanted and
parallel (Figures 6B,C, in the right). In addition, chains A,
E and F head kernels are laying horizontally in the XY-plane
and no interaction is observed between the distal end of chains
B, C, and D head kernels as they are oriented downward
keeping a parallel placement (Figure 6A, left). For AFM
image 8, the placement of the chain F head kernel is
different (distal end facing downward) from the other head

FIGURE 4 | The most converged model between structural modelling starting from R and S models for open class AFM images. The rows (A–C) are for AFM
images 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The left column shows candidate solutions from R (light blue) and middle column shows candidate solutions from S (yellow). In the right
column, only the body kernel is shown from R candidate solutions given in the left column. Chains A, F are indicated on top of the kernels.
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kernels (Figure 6B, left), and for AFM image 9, head kernels
are arranged following a hexameric symmetry, similar to the
blades of a fan (Figure 6C, left).

While the representative models derived from S are less
compact than those from R, their 2D similarities to the target
AFM image are similar. A more open-like structure is seen for
models derived from S (AFM images 8 and 9), where chains are
separated at the seam (Figures 6B,C in the middle). In this case,
the chain A tail kernel is pointing towards the neighboring
AAA2+ domain from chain F. Such an interaction, between
the C-terminal domain and AAA2+ domain indicates an
alternative way of forming the closed hexamer. The diversity
of resulting models indicates a possible conformational
heterogeneity within closed state structures, which is difficult
to solely characterize from the top view experiments by AFM.

Finally, we should also note that the arrangement of the head
kernels differs from the models obtained in other classes. For
spiral class AFM images, head kernels are oriented to form a
hexameric arrangement (Figure 5), which is quite different from
the model for the closed AFM images where coiled-coiled
domains are oriented further away from each other (Figure 6).

Reconstruction of Half-Spiral Class AFM
Images
Modeling against the half-spiral class AFM images was also
performed (Figure 7 and Table 1). In all the cases, two opened

seams are observed with additional seams between chains C
and D (see Figures 7A–C). However, the maximum
similarities between best models are lower than for other
target AFM images (>0.8), indicating that the modeling of
the half-spiral state is more complex. More specifically, S
derived models show more open-like conformations than R
derived models. The best convergence among half-spiral cases
is obtained for AFM image 12 (Figure 7C), in which the seam
between C and D is less prominent than between chain A and
F. These models provide insights into the possible overall
arrangements of the hexamer chains in the half-spiral
conformational state.

Conformational Variations within Models
Other than Converged Models
To assess conformational variations of the models for a particular
target AFM image, we also examined other candidate models
using clustering (Materials andMethodsComparison ofModels in
3D and Supplementary Table 5) in addition to the most
converged model. For example, we compared a converged
representative model to the median of the cluster to which
it belongs. In most cases, the converged model is very similar to
the cluster median (>0.95 CC3Ddensity, Supplementary
Figure 5B). We also checked the similarity of the converged
representative models to the median of the largest cluster
which may not include the representative model

FIGURE 5 | The most converged model between structural modelling starting from R (light blue) and S (yellow) for spiral class AFM images. The rows (A–C) are for
AFM images 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
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(Supplementary Figure 5A) and found high similarity in most
of the cases. We observed that the conformational variation is
mostly due to the orientation of the flexible coiled-coil domain

and the positioning of the tail-kernels in relation to the body
kernel around the seam (Supplementary Table 6). This
confirms that our converged models capture the hexameric

FIGURE 6 | Themost converged model between structural modelling starting from R (light blue) and S (yellow) for closed class AFM images. The rows (A–C) are for
AFM images 7, 8 and 9, respectively.

FIGURE 7 | The most convergedmodel between structural modeling starting from R (light blue) and S (yellow) for half-spiral class AFM images. The rows (A–C) are
for AFM images 10, 11, and 12, respectively. In the third and fourth columns, only the body kernel are shown from R and S candidate solutions given in the first and
second columns, respectively. The chains A, F, C, and D are shown on top of the kernels.
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arrangement robustly with finer differences arising due to the
flexible coiled-coil region. In addition, we analyzed the
similarity between initial conformations and final
reconstructed models to characterize the class of such
conformations (Supplementary Figure 7). The MC
sampling generates models significantly different from the
initial model which indicates that our sampling generates
novel models based on the respective AFM images. This is
particularly true for some half-spiral models that show the
presence of two seams (Figure 7).

Interpolated Conformational Transition
between Different Converged Models
The HS-AFM imaging clearly demonstrated that ClpB
undergoes large conformational changes. In the current
study, we did not aim to recover the mechanism of such
conformational change. However, it is possible to compare
two reconstructed models from different AFM image classes
and visualize such transitions by interpolation between volume
models using Chimera “morph map” feature (Pettersen et al.,
2004; Meng et al., 2006). We have used the body kernel
representation (from the R model) of the four most
converged reconstructions, namely AFM images 1 (open), 2
(open), 6 (spiral), and 7 (closed). For the spiral class, we
observe chains A and F along the seam are oriented in a
slanted way such that the AAA1+ domain in the body
kernel from chain F is interacting with the AAA1+ domain
from chain A. However, for the closed class AFM image, the
orientation of the body kernel from chain A slips relative to
chain F, and its AAA2+ domain interacts with the AAA1+
domain of chain F. Such a movement is clearly visualized in the
Supplementary Movie 1. Similarly, we compare the
orientations of body kernels for the closed class AFM image
against the open class model. In the open class AFM image 2,
chains A and F are separated while keeping a similar
orientation as observed in AFM image 7 (closed). This also
can be seen in the interpolated visualization (Supplementary
Movie 2). AFM image 1 is also an open class image, however,
in this case, the body kernel from chain F is more slanted than
in AFM image 2; the AAA1+ domain from chain F is pointing
towards the AAA2+ domain of chain A. A comparison of spiral
class AFM image and open class AFM image 1 indicates that
the body kernel from chain F is getting separated while keeping
a slanted orientation (Supplementary Movie 3). Lastly,
morphing of the model generated from AFM image 2
(open) into the model generated from AFM image 6 (spiral)
shows that the orientations of chain A and F remain rather
similar (Supplementary Movie 4).

DISCUSSION

HS-AFM images of biomolecules can include a wealth of
information on various conformational states, yet 3D
reconstructed models can provide further functional
implications. To this aim, we propose a novel method for

reconstructing 3D models using MC sampling based on a
coarse-grained representation—the Gaussian mixture model.
We applied our method to reconstruct the hexameric structure
of T. thermophilus ClpB protein as observed in the HS-AFM
experiment conducted in presence of ATP (Uchihashi et al.,
2018).

The basic algorithm applied to a few theoretical systems was
previously published (Dasgupta et al., 2020). Here we further
extend our algorithm, in particular, we adopted a state-of-the-art
2D image comparison technique—SSIM for quantifying the
agreement between the 3D model and AFM images. Our
previous restraint scheme was also improved by introducing a
new harmonic restraint scheme built from the interpolation of the
correlation coefficient from two different initial models. This
extension was necessary because the HS-AFM experiments
observed ClpB conformational dynamics for a much wider
timescale, and as a result, some conformations could not be
characterized by any of the known conformational states
(Uchihashi et al., 2018). For example, while spiral
arrangements are frequently observed in the HS-AFM
experiment, the overall conformation is different from the
known asymmetric spiral conformation (Deville et al., 2017).
Therefore, 3D modeling against AFM images was performed
from the two known conformational states that capture some of
ClpB conformational diversity in terms of symmetric/asymmetric
systems. In addition, in the harmonic restraining scheme, we treat
attraction and repulsion in a separate way (Supplementary
Section 4), with stronger repulsive interactions to eliminate
any severe steric clash between the 3D ellipsoidal kernels. We
also used a connectivity restraint between kernels from the same
monomer (Supplementary Figure 4) to ensure that these kernels,
within a monomer, remain connected behaving as hinges
between a pair of kernels during random moves.

Models with good convergence were obtained for three
AFM image classes—open, closed and spiral. The open and
spiral classes show highly conserved 3D models (Table 1),
and for the closed class we obtained fairly conserved
reconstructions. However, for the half-spiral class,
modeling was more challenging due to a characteristic
feature in this class—an additional seam between chains C
and D. One structural feature of ClpB important during
model constructions is the presence of a seam between
chains A and F. The initial conformation S has a
prominent seam and important for the modeling for the
spiral models from the AFM images. However, for closed
class of AFM images, the models derived from R (without a
prominent seam) show more consistent results. In the case of
half-spiral states, there are two seams, and therefore such
conformations are more distinct from either of the initial
conformations. This is likely to be a reason for the difficulty
to model half-spiral forms. Nonetheless, the initial
correlation between two models (based on 5OG1 and
5KNE) was 0.72 which significantly increased during the
modeling to more than 0.82 even for half-spiral AFM
images. Moreover, the similarity between initial models
and the final conformations are low for most of the cases
(Supplementary Figure 7). These results demonstrate that
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our algorithm with coarse-grained model can sample models
far from the initial models.

To examine the overall distributions and relations between
reconstructed models predicted against different AFM images,
the cross-correlation between the 3D models were calculated
(Tables 2, 3). These data show that the models reconstructed
against the same class of AFM images are more similar to each
other than for other classes, i.e., the models are capturing the
essential details of AFM experimental observation. On the other
hand, it can be observed that cross-correlations between models
for closed and spiral AFM image classes are moderately high
(>0.81), indicating that the conformations of these two classes
are similar. The open conformation can have considerable
different hexameric arrangements, which is illustrated from
lower cross-correlations within the open class AFM images.

While we focused on the analysis of conformational
dynamics of ClpB in this study, we developed our
algorithms aiming to apply to other AFM studies. In the
current implantation we need at least some knowledge of
the protein under investigation and how many domains we
should expect. Also, we need to know rough size and shape of
those domains. Since our approach is based on coarse-grained

model, information from homologous structures can be
utilized as we used the homologous structures (5OG1 and
5KNE) in this study. The algorithm can be theoretically
applied in a completely ab-initio manner; however, such a
detailed evaluation is yet to be done.

To conclude, in the present work, we applied a hybrid
modeling approach to provide further interpretation of
experimental HS-AFM images of bacterial ClpB. The
structural dynamics of ClpB is crucial to understand how a
healthy cell maintains its proper functioning. Previously, the
HS-AFM experiment was performed without substrate in
presence of ATP, and analysis of 2D images revealed novel
conformational classes of the ClpB oligomer. Our current
study using hybrid modeling from AFM data enabled us to
reconstruct 3D models for each of the conformational classes.
Such models show the full hexameric architecture of ClpB
including all domains related to disaggregation and capture
specific features of the four conformational states observed in
the AFM images. In particular, some novel conformational
classes were suggested, such that the open class could be
divided into sub-classes. In addition, conformational
transitions between 3D models representing the different
classes were obtained. More specifically, we observed that a
slipping motion between two monomers around the seam in
spiral conformation might be necessary to reach the closed
conformation. We have used a coarse-grained representation
for ClpB structure in line with the low-resolution nature of
the AFM data and thus a detailed atomic-level picture is not
directly obtained from our analysis. However, our study provides
domain-level 3D structural information with structural insights
into the different types of ClpB hexameric arrangements observed
in the HS-AFM experiments. While the present work aimed to

TABLE 2 | Cross-correlation (CC3Ddensity) between converged representative models for each AFM image derived from R and S models. The entries above the diagonal
show similarity between reconstructed models derived from the R model, and those below the diagonal show similarity between reconstructed models derived from the
S model.

TABLE 3 | Summary of Table 2 to average cross-correlation between different
types of AFM images (by averaging over each 3 × 3 block in Table 2).
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address growing attention on the function of ClpB disaggretase, it
also demonstrated the usability of our algorithm, hybrid
modeling based 2D AFM images, on HS-AFM experimental
data. In the future, such applications could help to address
questions regarding the structure, dynamics, and function of
biomolecules from HS-AFM experiments.
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